Congratulations on your purchase of an Ultima Black Gem motor. To insure many years of satisfaction from your Ultima Black Gem we have included simple care instructions for your black nickel plated components. Recognizing the customers need to match other components of their motorcycle to their black chromed motor we have also included the contact info for the company we utilize for our Black Gem motor. And as always please read & understand your Ultima Owners Manual. It has lots of useful information regarding initial set-up, break in procedures, maintenance schedules & warranty information.

Thank You,
The employees of Midwest MC Supply & the employees of Ultima Motors

Cleaning
If plated components are excessively dirty it is best to do a soft rinse with a micro-fiber cloth, hot water & soap first. Once the excessive dirt, grime, & bugs have been removed, Cleaning of your black nickel plated components is recommend using only a high quality micro-fiber cloth & Lemon Pledge furniture polish. We have found that spraying the micro fiber cloth & applying in a normal fashion will not streak or leave residue behind. Spraying the cloth also insures that other motor components are not affected. In time, using the Lemon Pledge will form a thin protective coat which helps prevents smudges & fingerprints.

Chroming
For those who would like to match the finish of their motorcycles components to the Black Gem we recommend:

Meclec Metal Finishing
5945 East Harvard Ave.
Fresno, CA  93727
(559) 797-0101

Tell them ULTIMA sent you!!!

Additional info on Ultimas wide selection of products is available at  www.ultimaproducts.com